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Improved agent
productivity and
wellbeing

Scale effortlessly,
reach infinite
customers

faster collection
campaigns

reduction in
collection costs

How it Works

Highlight

Benefits

Automate and Augment
Debt Collection With Skit’s
Digital Voice Agent 

Skit’s Debt Collection Agent is a highly configurable, off-the-shelf  Digital Voice Agent, built to manage 
high-volume debt collection voice calls. With this, you can offload simple but cognitively repetitive calls to 
the digital agent, freeing up human bandwidth. The application comes with the required set of integrations 
such as CRM, payment gateways, and SMS and can be configured to meet all federal and state debt 
collection rules and regulations.

Auto-triggers based
on pre-determined 

criteria 

Collects propensity data 
and reasons for potential 

non payment

Performs auto-callback on 
request, auto-retries, hot 

transfer to agent

Proactively calls a 
customer to remind 
about the payment

Persuades to pay at the 
earliest, offers alternate 

payment plans 

Feeds data to the CRM tool 
and provides analytics for 

further action

https://skit.ai/solution-collection.html


Faster Time-to-Value

Pre-trained Collection 
specific ML Models

Out-of-the-box
integration

Bundled telephony 
and dialers

Intent and entity
marketplace

Enhanced Contactability & Engagement

Contextual 
personalization

Right-hour
calling at scale

Attention span
optimization

Auto call-back & 
hot transfer

Industry-leading Technical Capabilities

Multi-lingual Digital 
Voice Agent

Deep integration 
with popular tools

Human-like 
TTS Voice

Domain tuned 
ASR and SLU

Skit is an Augmented Voice Intelligence Platform that helps 
businesses modernize their contact centers and customer 
experience by automating and improving voice communications 
at scale. By enabling preemptive, intelligent problem solving and 
seamless live interactions, we have automated over 15 million calls 
for global enterprises across industries. We help our customers 
streamline their contact center operations, reduce costs, and also 
enhance customer experience and engagement.

Contact:

eddie.mele@skit.ai

201-401-4758

www.skit.ai
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95%
accuracy

Upto

80%
contactability

upto

weeks

Go live in


